CHAPTER X

The Law School and Mr. Cook

In 1958-1959 the name of William W. Cook was associated closely,

almost automatically, with that of the Law School. His gifts had made

possible the erection of the entire group of buildings known as the Law

Quadrangle. The legal research program of the school had been stimu-

lated to greater activity by the endowment he created. In a very real

sense, the dream of Augustus Brevoort Woodward of an educational

institution which would embrace all areas of man's knowledge, was

matched in breadth of vision by Cook's conviction that the Law School

could become ". . . a great center of legal education and of juris-

prudence for the good of the public . .. ." A century apart, these two

men thought in terms of great institutions. But whereas Woodward's

dream found its immediate, and only, fulfillment in a statute and a gram-

mar school, Cook's belief was metamorphosed into the stone and glass

and oak of the Law Quadrangle and in the products of legal research

under the Cook Endowment.

When the Regents organized the Law Department, it was housed

originally "in the old chapel, which then included the space on the ground

floor between the north and south halls in the north wing of the main

building."

The unexpectedly large enrollment in the new department made the

initial quarters inadequate. On October 4, 1859, the Regents appointed:

. . . a Special Committee to devise, if possible, the ways
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and means by which a suitable building may be erected for the

accommodation of the Law Department and to inquire into

the expediency of the same; that said Committee examine

as to the best locality for the same and that they prepare and

present a general plan for the building and report to the Board

at their earliest convenience.2

Plans for "a building for the Law Department" were adopted on June

27, 1861 S and at the December 1861 meeting the Regents appointed

a Special Building Committee, directed the new law building to be placed

"in the space north or south of the present College Buildings as may be

designated by the Committee," instructed the, Committee to advertise

1 Bradley M. Thompson, The First Law Class, 4 Michigan Alumnus 298 at 299

(1898). For a view of the University in 1858, see Plate I.

2 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 860.

SId., p. 963.
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for bids, with the building to be completed by September 20, 1862, and

hopefully directed the Committee "to collect any private subscriptions

that have been or may be obtained ... ." '

Although the Regents had hoped to secure contributions from in-

terested citizens in Ann Arbor and Detroit, they were unsuccessful and

the cost of erecting the building, $15,000, came from University funds.

When completed, the new building, located in the northwest corner of

the campus, gave the Law Department a lecture room, a small room for

the Law Library, and some office space. The Law Building also housed

the University Chapel until 1873 and the University Library until 1884.

The law lecture hall was dedicated in October 1863 with an address by

Thomas M. Cooley. The University Catalogue for that year stated:

A new and spacious building has been erected for . . .[the

Law Department's] accommodation, with ample debating and

society rooms, and in every respect the conveniences of the

Department are now unsurpassed.5

As enrollments continued to rise, the available space in the Law Build-

ing became inadequate, in spite of the removal of the University Chapel

in 1873. Thomas Cooley, as Dean of the Law Department, filed a report

with President Angell, covering the year 1878-1879 in which he stated:

Every year the Department feels more and. more the

necessity for increased facilities for doing its work, and espe-
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cially for increased library and reading room accommodations.

How imperative this want is can scarcely be understood by any

one unless the crowded lecture rooms and reading rooms are

visited and inspected in person. That the accommodations are

much less than those provided for any other Department or

School is well known and understood, and it is earnestly hoped

that speedy provision may be made for increasing them. The

whole building where the Department gives instruction was

erected for its use, but it has up to this time given accom-

modation to the General Library, much to its own inconven-

ience, and somewhat no doubt to its detriment. This whole

building should as speedily as possible be given up for the use

of those for whom it was erected.6

Angell referred to the needs of the Law Department in his Report to

the Regents in 1879 and again in i88o.7

Despite these representations, and the inescapable fact of increasing

4 Id., pp. 972-73.

B Catalogue, 1863, p. 54. See Plate II.

8 President's Report, I878-1879, p. 13.

7 For Cooley's Report for 1879-I880, see Part II, X: I.
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enrollments in the Law Department, the Regents took no action for

several years. It was not until November 22, 1884 that the "new Library

Building was ready for occupation" s and the Law Department Building

was turned over to the exclusive use of the Law Department in accord-

ance with a resolution by the Regents on July 18, 1883.9 In 1886, Angell

reported to the Regents:

Perhaps the most important improvements completed this

year have been in the Law Building. The reconstruction of the

Law Library room will attract particular attention. The

better lighting gained by the opening of new windows, the

hard wood flooring, the re-arrangement of the books in new

cases easily accessible, adapt the room admirable to its pur-

poses."1

There had been some expectation that when the law term was length-

ened from six to nine months in 1887, the number of students enrolled

would decrease. The reverse was true and in 1890, President Angell

reported to the Regents:

The Law School had had an attendance, which is altogether

unprecedented, 533 students. It is becoming a serious question

whether it will not soon be necessary to provide ampler ac-

commodations than the Law Building affords, or reduce the

number of students by increasing materially the requirements
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for admission."

In response to the Department's need, the Regents on April 17, 1891,

authorized the construction of an addition to the Law Building, which

was completed in 1892. The President's Report for that year stated:

. .The Law Building has been nearly doubled in size.

Space has thus been gained for the enlargement of the library

room and for the addition of quiz rooms and lecture rooms.12

The 1892 addition proved inadequate, for the anticipated decrease in

enrollment after the course of instruction was lengthened from two to

three years did not materialize. In 1897 Angell's Report stated:

SWith three large classes in attendance, the accommoda-

tions for this Department, as this Board well understands, are

entirely inadequate. The failure of the Legislature at its last

session to make an appropriation for an addition to the build-

8 Regents' Proceedings, 1881-1886, p. 507.

R Id., p. 369.

10 President's Report, 1885-1886, p. 9.

x1 President's Report, 1889-I890, p. 2o.

12 President's Report, 1891-1892, p. II.
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ing, made it necessary for us to resort to some temporary ar-

rangement for the accommodation of the increasing numbers.

The old chapel in the central building has been temporarily

assigned to this Department, and is now in constant use for

law classes. But the expedient is far from satisfactory. The

room was not designed for lecture purposes; with reference to

the Law Department it is inconveniently located, and it is much

needed at times for exercises of the Literary Department. . . .

With the increased attendance the library accommodations of

the Department are far from adequate. I am well aware of the

fact that the Board understands fully the necessity for an addi-

tion to the building of this Department and that the needed

improvement will be made as soon as the means therefor are

available.3

On October 30, 1897, the Regents authorized the Building Committee

to "procure plans for an addition to the Law Building, costing $50,000 "

and plans for the addition were accepted on February 18, 1898.15 Presi-

dent Angell's 1898 Report to the Regents described the building as

follows:

The Law Department is now housed in a fine building,

fitted with modern conveniences, and having ample accommo-

dations for one thousand students. In 1892, the growth of the
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Department had been such that the original building had be-

come inadequate, and a large addition was constructed. In

1895, a third year was added to the course, and soon there-

after the requirements for admission were materially in-

creased. It was thought by some that these changes would

result in a decrease in the attendance, but instead of this there

has been a marked increase. The enrollment of last year was

seven hundred and sixty-seven, an increase of one hundred and

eighty-one over the enrollment of the year previous. En-

larged accommodations became a necessity, and' during the

year the Board discussed and finally adopted plans that in-

volved practically the reconstruction of the old building and

an addition thereto that would more than double its capacity.

The plans were so made and have been so carried out that the

old building is completely lost in the present structure, which

presents the appearance of an entirely new edifice. The new

building has a frontage of 208 feet, and its extreme width is

120 feet. It is three stories high with a basement. The ma-

terial of the basement and first story is cut stone and of the

other two stories pressed brick with stone trimmings. 'The

13 President's Report, 1896-1897, pp. 14-15.

14 Regents' Proceedings, 1896-i9oi, p. 118.

15 Id., p. 19I.
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building is substantial and dignified in appearance, solid in

structure, and gives the department a housing that for com-

modiousness and convenience is second to that of no law school

in the United States. Three large lecture rooms, capable of

accommodating upwards of three hundred students each, are

provided, while six smaller ones, each of half that capacity,

furnish ample room for the sections into which classes are di-

vided for recitation purposes. The office of the Board of

Regents, the offices of administration, the offices of the several

resident professors and four lecture rooms are upon the first

floor. The capacious and well lighted reading room that con-

tains the law library is upon the second floor, and clustered

around this are seminary, consultation and private study rooms

for the use of the students and the Faculty. Near the library

and upon the same floor are the court room and the offices of

the practice court. There are also three lecture rooms on the

second floor. Upon the third floor are two lecture rooms,

ample debating and society rooms and the office of the in-

structors. The building is provided with a fan system of heat-

ing and ventilation and is lighted by electricity. For the money

expended, about $65,000 including the furnishing, the results

are more than could reasonably have been expected at the time
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the work was undertaken."

In 1900, President Angell reported to the Regents that "the capacity

of the new building is already found not to be in excess of the de-

mands." 1" Eighteen years later, in 1920-1921, the needs of the Law

School were again brought to the attention of the Board of Regents. In

that year, Dean Bates reported:

The Law School building has now fully reached the limit of

its capacity to respond to the growing needs of the School....

Our lecture rooms are still adequate, but the library years ago

outgrew its present quarters, and of far more importance is the

disquieting fact that the library quarters are not fireproof and

that, therefore, one of the most valuable collections of law

books in the country may be destroyed by fire. Moreover, it

has been necessary to place some thousands of useful books in

rooms not designed for library purposes and not capable of any

organic association with the original stack and reading rooms.

This is a condition which must not be tolerated longer than is

absolutely necessary. The present situation is so unsatisfac-

tory and disquieting that it is worth repeating that our library,

'1 President's Report, 1897-1898, pp. io-II. See Plate III for a photograph of this

building which housed the Law School until the completion of the Law Quadrangle in

1933.

t7 President's Report, 1899-I90o, p. 9.
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which contains many books which could not be replaced at any

price, and hundreds of others which have become rare and very

valuable, may be destroyed over night. At least twenty per

cent of our volumes are now necessarily placed where they are

practically unavailable for use and our reading room is far too

small to accommodate even the present study body.

Moreover, conditions call for a very different arrangement

of offices and studies for the members of the faculty. At

present only two offices are on the same floor with the library,

and this means that most of us are obliged to go a long distance

from our offices to obtain books needed for our work, and we

have no suitable place for study in the library rooms them-

selves. If aid from some generous alumnus or other friend of

the School is not forthcoming at once it can be demonstrated

that the Legislature of our State could render no more funda-

mental and far-reaching service to the people and their political

and legal institutions than to make proper provision for the

work of training future members of the bar, future judges,

and other officers of the State.18

In 1921-1922, Dean Bates noted again the needs of the Law School

and in his 1922-1923 report, after reiterating the substance of much of

his 1920-1921 report, he added:
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. . . The present building was erected when the methods of

legal education were totally different from those which obtain

today; and while the building has received some inexpensive

remodeling from time to time, it is wholly inadequate in size

and most ill-adapted to the kind of legal education now in use.

The lecture rooms, though pleasant in appearance, are without

any effective ventilation and could not be more poorly arranged

with reference to lighting. Our Library long ago outgrew the

rooms designed for its housing and use ...

The hallways throughout the building are narrow, dark and

forbidding in appearance. Congestion on the ground floor

when some of the larger classes are being dismissed is almost

intolerable, and in the case of sudden fire or panic would prove

dangerous to life. We have no coatrooms, no lockers and no

proper or safe place in which hats and coats and books may be

kept. These necessary possessions must therefore be kept un-

guarded in the public hallways, or piled on top of our book-

shelves in an unsightly and unsafe way. All of this is par-

ticularly annoying in a law school, as the students are obliged

to make use of very large and heavy books. The consequence

18 President's Report, 1920-1921, p. 216.
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of this'is that every year there are numerous thefts and losses

of books and clothing."

Dean Bates' annual reports continued for a number of years to stress

the need for classroom space and adequate quarters for the Law Library.

However, the Dean had been aware since 1920 that there was good

reason to anticipate some degree of financial assistance from William W.

Cook."2

It is not possible to discover all the details surrounding the Cook

donations to the University and to the Law School. There is no record

which shows when or where William Cook first conceived the idea of

facilitating legal education at the University of Michigan. Dean Henry

Bates suggested that:

. . . it is highly probable that if not in his student days, at

least early thereafter, Mr. Cook developed the desire and the

intention of aiding the School and the profession which it

served.21

According to Dean Bates, the first clear indication of Cook's interest

in making a material contribution to the Law School was shown about

1908 when:

. . . [he] informed the then Dean, and later President,

Harry B. Hutchins, that he had provided in his will a fund for

the salary of a professor of the law of corporations in this
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School . . . . The sum was a generous one, the income from

which would have paid a handsome salary, for those days, to

the occupant of the proposed chair.22

While this endowed chair would have involved a substantial gift to

the Law School, Cook obviously began to think in larger terms. On

February ro, 1914, Cook wrote to the Board of Regents offering to build

a women's dormitory in memory of his mother.23 The building was

completed by the beginning of the school year of 1915-1916 at a cost of

$260,000. In 1918, Hutchins, then President of the University, inter-

ested Cook in the idea of erecting a dormitory for freshmen students.

A tentative agreement was achieved when certain difficulties were en-

countered and the plan was dropped, probably in 1919.

19 For a biographical note, see Part II, X:2.

20 President's Report, 1922-1923, p. 219.

21 Bates, "Evolution of the Quadrangle," A Book of the Law Quadrangle, p. 23.

22 Ibid.

23 Regents' Proceedings, 1910-1914, p. 96. Shirley Smith discussed the background

of this gift in Harry Burns Hutchins and the University of Michigan (I951), pp. 225-27.
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A little later, President Hutchins suggested to Cook that the Law

School badly needed a new building and increased equipment. Cook was

immediately interested and stated that he would give careful considera-

tion to any ideas proposed by the University. In 1921, Dean Bates sub-

mitted to President Hutchins a detailed memorandum, which Hutchins

in turn laid before Mr. Cook.

. . . This plan contemplated, at first, the erection of two

buildings-a Law School building, to include the library, and

a dormitory, to be erected adjacent to the Law School building.

The plan also included a proposal of an endowment, the income

from which was to be used for the development of legal re-

search and graduate work.24

Upon receipt of the memorandum, Mr. Cook suggested that President

Hutchins and Dean Bates call upon him in New York to discuss pos-

sibilities inherent in the proposed plan. The illness of Harry Hutchins,

who in the meantime had retired from the Presidency and had been

given the title of President-Emeritus, made it necessary for Dean Bates

to go alone to New York.

Dean Bates spent three days with Mr. Cook, occupied with negotia-

tions and discussions out of which developed the outline of a fairly com-

plete plan. Mr. Cook during the conference agreed to a four-building

project and to a much more extensive development of the plans for re-
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search and graduate work than had been contemplated originally. The

agreement which resulted from the conference was written out and at

the end of the discussion two typed copies were prepared, one to be kept

by William Cook and the other, initialled by him, was handed to Dean

Bates.

It was this memorandum which, almost word for word, be-

came that part of Mr. Cook's will, drawn in 1920, which made

provision for the University. That will, including the plan for

the Law School, was subsequently modified somewhat by Mr.

Cook, but the general plan, and in fact, some of the details,

. . . [were] carried through his successive wills . . .25

Throughout the latter part of 1920 and the first half of 1921, there

was extensive correspondence between President-Emeritus Hutchins,

Dean Bates, and Mr. Cook. Dean Bates visted New York to .confer

with Mr. Cook and the architects chosen by him. Despite Cook's gener-

* 24 Bates, supra note 21 at 24.

25 Id., p. 25.

, .
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osity and obvious good-will toward the Law School, these meetings re-

quired Dean Bates to exercise both tact and patience. Nevertheless, on

September 19, 1921, at a meeting of the Regents' Committee on the

Comprehensive Building Program:

President Hutchins appeared and outlined to the committee

confidential correspondence which he had had with an alumnus

of New York City indicating a purpose on the part of this

alumnus to erect a new Law building and a residence hall or

residence halls for law students on condition that the Regents

secure sites therefore on South University Avenue. On mo-

tion of Regent Clements, seconded by Mr. Smith, the follow-

ing resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That this committee strongly recommends to the

Board of Regents that the Board at its meeting called for Sep-

tember 30 take proceedings to make land available for sites

for a Law building and for Lawyers Club buildings in accord-

ance with correspondence between Mr. ............ and

President H. B. Hutchins.26

The proceedings of the Board of Regents for September 30, 1921, show

that they took the recommended proceedings relative to the acquisition

of land, thus clearing the way for William Cook to make them an official

offer.
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It was not, however, until April 28, 1922, that a letter from Cook, still

identified only as "an alumnus of this University," was laid before the

Board of Regents. The proposal made by Cook evidenced the develop-

ment of a new concept in legal education, one which recognized research

in the law as an indispensable adjunct to instruction in the law. It is

impossible, and in a very real sense immaterial, to know whether Cook

developed this concept by himself or whether his close association with

Hutchins and Bates contributed to its evolution. Cook's genuine interest

in aiding the Law School and in fostering legal research is indisputable,

but it is quite possible that Bates and Hutchins made many unrecog-

nized contributions to the over-all plan as it finally developed in the

course of the preliminary conferences and the final negotiations. What-

ever the sources of Cook's ideas, his proposal visualized that the Law

School of the University of Michigan was deliberately to encourage

organized and systematic research in the law, supported by funds set

apart for that purpose, and under the general direction and coordination

of the Law School itself.

26 Regents' Proceedings, 1920-1923, p. 274.
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The letter addressed to the Regents stated:

Dear Sirs:

If agreeable to you, I will erect on the two blocks on South

University Avenue, between South State Street and Tappan

Avenue, a law students' combined club and dormitory building,

with the same advantages as you have extended to other

buildings, namely, the University to furnish free heat, light,

and power. The building is to be known as "The Lawyers'

Club," to be governed by five Governors, consisting of the

Dean of the Law Faculty (who shall be President), and four

other Governors to be selected by the Board of Regents from

the Law Faculty. All members of the Law School are to be

eligible to membership in the proposed Club, subject to such

conditions as the Club authorities may prescribe. All lawyers

whether residing in the State or not, and whether previously

connected with the University or not, shall be eligible to mem-

bership, subject to being elected by the Governors. All occu-

pants of the building shall be members of the Club and shall

pay such annual dues as the Governors may determine, and

are to selected by the Dean of the Law School from the senior

law class. Members of the Club not living in the building shall

also pay such annual dues as the Governors may determine.
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Going prices shall be charged for rooms and board.

The proposed building will furnish sleeping and study rooms

for one hundred and fifty law students and dining accommoda-

tions for three hundred.

All dues and all profit from the operation of the building

shall be used exclusively for legal research work, to be ex-

pended from time to time as the Governors may deem best.

This legal research work will render possible the study of com-

parative jurisprudence and legislation, national and state, and

also of foreign countries, ancient and modern. Such work

should be of use in proposed legislation, and, besides leading to

the production of reliable law treatises and studies, would help

to systematize the law as a science. The European plan of giv-

ing leisure time to professors to pursue their studies and

produce original works, may well be applied in America to pro-

fessors of law, who at present are absorbed too exclusively in

class-room work. A legal research fund could be used to pay

part of their salaries, thus giving them time for original

research.

The character of the legal profession depends largely on

the character of the law schools. Real lawyers were never

needed more than now, and they have grave responsibilities.

There never was a time when they had so much power as now.
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It will be for the lawyers to hold this great republic together,

without sacrifice of its democratic institutions.2

The Regents accepted the proposal made by Cook:

Resolved, That the proposal of Mr .........., an alumnus

of this University, as set forth in his communication to this

Board dated April 25, 1922, to erect a law students' combined

club and dormitory building, be and that the same is hereby

accepted.

And, as a part of its resolution of acceptance, the Board

extends to the donor its sincere thanks for his generous pro-

vision and assures him of its grateful appreciation of his act

and of the spirit and vision that prompted it. The Board,

moreover, expresses its unqualified approval of the plan sub-

mitted, providing as it does not only for a building of striking

architectural merit but also for the accumulation of a fund for

legal research. Such a fund, wisely expended, will, in the

opinion of the Board, bring results in the field of legal educa-

tion that will be significant and far-reaching in influence.28

Work on the Lawyers Club commenced as soon as the site could be

acquired and existing buildings cleared away. At the meeting of the

Board of Regents on May 28, 1924, the first Board of Governors was

appointed in accordance with a communication from Dean Bates, con-
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sisting of Professors Edwin C. Goddard, Ralph W. Aigler, Grover C.

Grismore, and Herbert F. Goodrich, with Dean Bates ex oficio as

President.20 In 1925 and 1926, two changes were made in the compo-

sition of the Board of Governors, in both instances with Cook's consent.

In June 1925, the dedicatory exercises of the Lawyers Club took place,

with the dedicatory address delivered by James Parker Hall, Dean of the

University of Chicago Law School. William Cook was not present, but

a letter from him was read in the course of the exercises, in which he

reiterated his conviction that the legal profession was of paramount im-

portance to the future of the United States.3"

The Lawyers Club was considered an American adaptation of the

English Inns of Court, and Grover Grismore discussed this aspect of the

Club in an article, published in 1928, in which he stated:

Anyone at all familiar with the educational process, so far as

the law is concerned at any rate, knows that one of the greatest

27Id., pp. 447-48.

21 Id., pp. 448-49.

29 Regents' Proceedings, 1923-1926, p. 308. For organizational details, see The Law-

yers Club, University of Michigan (1958).

30 See Part II, X:3 for extracts from Cook's letter and Hall's speech and Part II,

: 4 for a description of the Lawyers Club. See Plate IV for a photograph of the

Law Quadrangle with the Lawyers Club at the lower left.
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aids in the acquisition of a knowledge of the law is the oppor-

tunity for the discussion of legal problems with other persons

interested in the subject and competent to deal with it. The

Lawyers' Club, through the activities which it encourages,

affords unusual opportunities along this line. The constant as-

sociation of a large number of men engaged in a common pur-

suit naturally fosters a wide exchange of ideas . . . .

One of the objects which the founder of the Club had in

mind was to provide an opportunity for contacts between the

students of the Law and those engaged in its practice. It was

hoped that in this way there might be supplied that element in

legal education which seemed destined to be lost when the

function of educating young lawyers was taken over by the law

schools from the law offices. The pupil lawyer who received

his training under the tutelage of an active practitioner and

who was daily in close personal contact with him received

something of value, if his tutor was of the right sort, which

the modern law school with its large numbers cannot, in the

nature of things, hope completely to duplicate. However, the

Lawyers' Club provides a means for supplying to some degree

this deficiency, if it be one, in modern legal education. Oppor-

tunities are constantly being afforded for lawyers and judges
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to form contacts with the students through the medium of the

club. The number of lawyers and judges who avail themselves

of these opportunities is each year growing larger. Not only

does the student in this way learn something of the practical

problems which confront the lawyer and judge-problems

which he will have to face when he has passed through his

period of training-but the latter are also enabled to keep in

touch with the Law School and with the work which it is

doing . . . .

One reflects that here among the beautiful surroundings

provided by the donor of the club buildings traditions are now

being developed which will exert a lasting influence for good

upon the lives of all who pass through these halls and conse-

quently upon the profession of the law as a whole. In this way

the Lawyers' Club will come to resemble its protypes, the Inns

%of Court in England."s

Cook's initial letter to the Board of Regents had stipulated that "all

dues and all profit from the operation of the building shall be used ex-

clusively for legal research work . ... " 32 Dean Bates referred to

this arrangement in his speech at the dedication of the Lawyers Club

when he stated:

s1 Grover Grismore, "The Lawyers' Club," 35 Michigan Alumnus 247 at 248 (1928).

32 Regents' Proceedings, 1920-1923, p. 448.
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. . . Beautiful and satisfying as are the buildings which he

has erected, still more important and still more likely to pro-

duce good results for law and the administration of justice,

is the plan into which he has put so much thought.

Perhaps the outstanding feature of that plan is the provision

which it makes for a large continuing income, to be devoted

exclusively to the purposes of advanced legal research and

publication. This is not the time to dwell upon the details of

that plan, the outlines which have been made known through

our publications. Wisely executed, that plan will be influential

in the opening of a new era in legal education and scholarship.

Not only has the last word not been said as to the objectives of

law schools, but I venture to say we are in the early stages of

their work. The possibilities of researches in law have scarcely

been touched. Only a small part of the field has been cultivated

This is no work for children, or for men chiefly engrossed

in other occupations, however closely they may appear to be

related. The teaching and study of law very definitely have be-

come a part of university scholarship, which must be pursued

in the broadest and most scientific spirit. To its service men

who would succeed and who would be really useful must de-

vote their every effort-in fact, their entire lives . . . . The
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able and successful at the Bar and upon the bench are so over-

whelmed with the tasks devolving upon them that they have

neither the time nor the vitality to pursue legal scholarship

into its more distant retreats . . . they are turning in despair

to the law teacher and the legal scholar, for help. This is no

tribute to innate superiority on the part of the legal scholar.

It is merely a realistic recognition of the fact that legal scholar-

ship, like practice at the Bar, or like any other highly developed

profession, is the work of the expert who can command the

time and has the training and the technique of work indeed to

explore and cultivate the field of law. Specifically, this must

mean, for the law schools, continual pressing on along schol-

arly lines, which have characterized the better institutions

during the last few decades, the establishment of genuine and

worth while graduate work in the stronger of these law

schools, the creation of fellowships and scholarships, and the

study not only of our own legal system, but of those of other

nations and civilizations.

Mr. Cook's great gift promises much for the future of this

school in the prosecution of this work, so vital to the well being

of the human race . . .

. . . it is true, as he has said, that the permanence and the

excellence of American institutions must always depend
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largely upon that scheme of law which holds them together

and enables them to function with as little friction and as

little danger as possible. Only through sound legal scholarship

and effective training of the stream of young men and women

coming into the law can our legal scheme be maintained upon

a sound basis. It is not too much to say, then, that this great

gift and this wise plan of Mr. Cook's will continue, for genera-

tions to come, to contribute spendidly to the safety, the pros-

perity and the happiness of the American people."

In the 1934 publication, A Book of the Law Quadrangle of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, details concerning the membership and internal

organization of the Lawyers Club are set out. There were three classes

of members: Honorary, Lawyer, and Student.

The Justices of the Supreme Court of Michigan, The

Regents of The University of Michigan, The President of The

University and the members of the Law Faculty of the Uni-

versity, The Federal Judges of Michigan, and all the Circuit

Judges of Michigan are honorary members, ex officio. Other

honorary members may be elected by the Board of Governors.

Any member of the bar in good standing, whether or not

he be a graduate of the University of Michigan, who has been

vouched for by two Honorary or Lawyer members of the Club
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is eligible for Lawyer membership.

Any student in the Law School of The University of

Michigan who is in good standing in the Law School is eligible

for Student membership.38

A Student Council, elected by the student members was in charge of the

social life of the Club, and a number of social events were held there

annually."

While the development of research under the funds derived from the

operation of the Lawyers Club as well as from other gifts made by

William Cook, are discussed in detail in Chapter XI, it must be empha-

sized again that the Lawyers Club was far more than a dormitory for

law students. By providing a meeting place with the consequent oppor-

tunity for discussion with members of the bench and bar and by provid-

ing the basis for the support of legal research on a systematic and or-

ganized basis, William Cook had interjected new concepts into legal

33 "The Dedication of the Lawyers' Club," 31 Michigan Alumnus 754 at 757 (1925).

8 A Book of the Law Quadrangle (1934), p. 62.

85 For a number of years, a Founder's Day dinner was held in late April. See A

Book of the Law Quadrangle . . . (1934), p. 63. For a list of Founder's Day speakers,

see Part II, X: 5.
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education at Michigan which were to have a profound impact upon the

subsequent development of the Law School.

It will be recalled that the memorandum of the Cook-Bates discussions

in 1920 had called for a group of four buildings. On January I , 1929,

at a special meeting of the Board of Regents, a letter from William Cook

was read which stated in part:

If agreeable to you I will erect on the "Law Quadrangle"

(being land already acquired or to be acquired by you) a

"Legal Research" building, in accordance with plans submitted

herewith.

Inasmuch as a law library building comes within the cate-

gory of usual University buildings and will take the place of

the present law library building of your Law School, I assume

that you will furnish as at present a law librarian and sufficient

attendants to give good service, and from time to time the

usual additional law books, and that you will hereafter keep

the building in repair and the grounds in good order and fur-

nish heat, light, and power; in other words, meet all running

expenses the same as if you had erected the building your-

selves. This will include the grading, furnishing soil, and

planting trees and shrubs. As in the case of the Lawyers'

Club Building I will furnish the trees and shrubs and a compe-
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tent man to lay out the grounds and superintend the planting,

the cost of labor, etc., to be defrayed by you. The grounds are

subsequently to be maintained by you . ... 6

The Regents accepted the offer "with profound gratitude," and work

on the Legal Research Building commenced in short order, the gift being

announced in the Michigan Alumnus for January 19, 1929.

At the regular January 1929 meeting of the Board of Re-

gents:

Regent Murfin presented a letter from Mr. William W.

Cook, addressed to the Lawyers Club, as follows:

Dear Sirs:-

When your building was designed I caused spaces to be pro-

vided for tapestries to be taken from my city house and placed

on your walls. I have concluded to give to you these tapestries

now instead of waiting until after my death. I have ac-

cordingly caused The Hayden Company to see to the packing,

shipping, and hanging of them in your building . . . I am

also sending you a number of prints (34 in all) . . ..

The tapestries are three in number and are choice, valuable,

and picturesque. Two of them are of the Renaissance period,

while the third (the smallest and choicest) is Gothic and much

36 Regents' Proceedings, 1926-1929, p. 849-850.
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older. The Hayden Company's representative will talk with

you about protecting and taking care of them. You have

something worth while . . . 7

On April 26, 1929, another letter from Cook which was read at the

Regents' meeting stated in part:

If agreeable to you I will erect a dormitory wing on Tappan

Avenue, adjacent to the Lawyers' Club Building, in accordance

with plans submitted herewith, on the same terms and condi-

tions as set forth in my letter to you of April 25, 1922, offering

to build the Lawyers' Club Building . . . .

I would ask that this dormitory wing be called the John P.

Cook Building, in memory of my father, who in his day was

prominent in the Territory and later the State of Michigan.

When the larger dormitory building is built on the south-

east corner of the Law Quadrangle I would wish it to be called

the Thomas M. Cooley Building.88

The resolution of the Regents accepting this offer included an expression

of "our gratitude for this splendid new exemplification of his continuing

generosity to this University and to the Law School in particular." 8

Cook's gifts to this date had been lavish, but the Law Faculty an-

ticipated even greater benefits. They were aware that Cook's will con-

tained provisions which would give the bulk of his estate in trust for
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the Law School. The corpus was estimated to be in excess of several

million, and the income was to be used for legal research. The manner

of handling these sums was brought up and considered at a number of

faculty meetings. An account of these discussions appears in Chapter

IX. The Law Faculty, therefore, were not unprepared for the responsi-

bilities which faced them upon Cook's death, which occurred on June 4,

1930. Regent Murfin, as well as the Vice President and Secretary of the

University, attended the funeral on June 6, as the official University

representatives. On June 20, at a meeting of the Regents were filed:

. .a copy of Mr. Cook's will and also a copy of the agree-

ment by which Mr. Cook had some years ago established a

trust fund for the construction of the Legal Research Build-

ing, the John P. Cook Dormitory, and other structures upon

the Law Quadrangle.

In view of the outstaiding character and extent of Mr.

Cook's benefactions to the University during his lifetime and

by his will, the Regents directed that the Legal Research Build-

37 Id., p. 859-860. See Part II, X: 4 for a description of these tapestries.

88 Regents' Proceedings, 1926-1929, p. 949.

a3 Id., p. 950. For a description of the John P. Cook Building, see Part II, X: 6.
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ing, which will always be the commanding structure of the

entire Law School group, be named the "William W. Cook

Legal Research Library." 40

The pertinent portions of Cook's will, which provided for the con-

struction of additional buildings for the Law School and which estab-

lished the William W. Cook Endowment for Legal Research, follow:

Believing, as I do, that American institutions are of more

consequence than the wealth or power of the country; and be-

lieving that the preservation and development of these institu-

tions have been, are, and will continue to be under the leader-

ship of the legal profession; and believing also that the future

of America depends largely on that profession; and believing

that the character of the law schools determines the character

of the legal profession, I wish to aid in enlarging the scope and

improving the standards of the law schools by aiding the one

from which I graduated, namely, the Law School of the Uni-

versity of Michigan.

Therefore, in order to accomplish this purpose, I give,

devise and bequeath unto my executors and trustees herein-

after named, and their successors, all the rest, residue and re-

mainder of my estate, real, personal or mixed, of every nature,

kind and description, wheresoever situate, and however held,
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to have and to hold the same forever, in trust, nevertheless, to

hold, manage, invest, reinvest, and administer the same; to col-

lect and receive the income therefrom, in perpetuity, and to ex-

pend the net amount of such income in aiding and promoting

Legal Education throughout the United States in the manner

hereinafter set forth.

In the expectation (not condition) that the Law School of

the University of Michigan will continue to be maintained by

the Regents of said University, (out of funds supplied by the

State and/or others substantially as great as at present) upon

standards of efficiency and excellence, which correspond gen-

erally to those of the best law schools of the country, I direct

that the net income of said trust shall be devoted by the trustees

hereunder to aiding and developing the said Law School of the

University of Michigan by expending the same for one or

more of such of the following purposes as may from time to

time be agreed upon by my said trustees and the Regents of the

said University of Michigan; that is'to say:

a: To construct and equip at the said University of Michi-

gan, upon land to be furnished for that purpose by the Regents

of said University, in the same general style and character of

architecture as that of the Lawyers Club Building, such of the

40 Regents' Proceedings, 1929-1932, P. 273-274.
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following buildings as may not be completed at the time of my

death, first utilizing any trust funds that I may have set aside

for that purpose in my lifetime:

i: A Legal research building.

2: Additional dormitories for students.

3: A class room and administration building on the south-

west corner of the "Law Quadrangle."

4: Such other dormitories and buildings outside of said

"Law Quadrangle" as may be deemed advisable by my said

Trustees and the Regents of said University for the accom-

modation of said law students and said Law School.

All dormitories constructed and equipped pursuant to the

provisions of this subdivision shall be controlled and operated

by the Lawyers Club of said University for its purposes, and

shall be furnished by the said University with heat, light and

power free of charge.

b: To establish and maintain in said University one or

more departments for one or more of the following purposes:

S: To formulate and state all branches of the law in a form

intelligible to law students and lawyers and laymen.

2: To study and advocate (orally and by publication) im-

provements in criminal and civil procedure and other branches
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of law. To prepare and publish legal articles, pamphlets and

text-books on important questions of the day, bringing to bear

the jurisprudence and experiments in America and Europe;

to study and write, historically, critically and analytically, on

constitutional law, and judicial, executive, administrative and

legislative problems and proposals.

3: To pay the salaries of research professors and their

assistants, and the latter may be in whole or in part by

fellowships.

4: To pay the incidental expenses of such Research Depart-

ment.

5: To purchase books for the Law Library, other than

books the University will continue to purchase as heretofore.

6: To publish productions of said department or depart-

ments, and also publish and sell at printer's cost my book

on American Institutions and Their Preservation.

7: To engage eminent jurists and lawyers to deliver lectures

at Ann Arbor, and to publish such lectures when desirable.

8: To pay higher salaries to professors in the Law Depart-

ment generally so as to retain and obtain the highest class of

professors.

9: To establish new law professorships and also fellow-

ships.

Io: To inaugurate a professorship of or annual lecture

courses on American Institutions and Their Preservation,
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either in the law department or literary department, or jointly

for both, and to pay the salary of the professor thereof. This

provision No. 10 to be mandatory.

Si: To assist the American Law Institute so far as its work

is done at the University of Michigan.

c: To aid and improve the said Law School of said Univer-

sity in such other manner as my said trustees and the Regents

of said University shall determine, so as to produce superior

lawyers, judges, legislators and executives; in other words,

intellectual and reliable leaders.

I trust that this gift of my residuary estate may cause others

to realize that the University can no longer be extended in

its main developments by state taxation alone, and that if its

standards of scholarship and mental discipline, and its service

to the state and nation, are to be maintained and advanced, they

should be generous in their financial support. That University

is and should be the pride of the State of Michigan."

Cook's will was admitted to probate, and after certain minor bequests

had been paid and certain settlements arrived at, the residuary estate

was turned over to the trustees as he had directed. The estate, lihowever,

proved to be worth far less than the more than ten millions which

earlier estimates had attached to it. The stock-market crash of 1929 and
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the depression of the nineteen-thirties operated to curtail sharply the

amount eventually turned over for the benefit of the Law School to be

utilized for legal research. As of June 30, 1958, the Financial Report

of The University of Michigan stated that the principal amounted to

$2,112,032.57. This amount was over and above the investment in the

buildings and equipment in the Law Quadrangle, for Cook had made

separate provision for the uncompleted buildings' prior to his death.

No interruption in the work on the John P. Cook and Legal Research

Buildings was occasioned by Cook's death. The John P. Cook Building

Was ready for occupancy by October 1930, so that there were at that date

two completed buildings in the Law Quadrangle. In June 193r, the

Legal Research Building was completed, leaving only the classrooms and

administrative offices still housed in the old Law Building.

The Legal Research Building was designed to hold not only the law

library itself, but also reading room facilities, carrels, and office space for

research work. The most striking building of the Quadrangle group,

it is described in Part II.4 The reading room,. capable of seating over

five hundred persons, was lined with long narrow alcoves, containing

sections of shelves.

41 Copy of the will of William W. Cook in Law School files.

42 See Part II, X: 7 and Plate X.
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. . . [T]he books on these, together with those on the open

shelving of the main reading room number twenty thousand

volumes and consist of statutes, reports, digests, encyclopedias,

and dictionaries to which the students have immediate access.

All the other books are in the stacks at the rear and are dis-

pensed to those in the reading room through the central desk.

The stack portion of the building is of separate construction in

the rear of the main building . . . .

Located in the stacks are . . . carrels and . . . offices for

those doing research and special work, thus putting the scholar

in the midst of his material and eliminating the necessity of

calling for stack books through the central desk.

The floor immediately above the reading room is devoted to

. . offices for the use of visiting lawyers, members of the

faculty and other research workers. It also contains a few

rooms used for special purposes. One of these houses the

private library of Mr. William W. Cook, and is as nearly as

possible the exact replica of the library of his New York home;

it contains the original furniture and decorations, in addition

to his valuable private collection of books."43

At the time of Cook's death, no final plans for the fourth and final

building of the Law Quadrangle, destined to house the classrooms and
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administrative offices, had been drawn. Funds for its completion were

provided in Cook's will, but the curtailed principal caused certain econ-

omies to be exercised in the interior of this building not necessary in

the three constructed earlier. Moreover, high classroom ceilings and the

large windows considered necessary to light the rooms imposed archi-

tectural restrictions. As a result, while the exterior of Hutchins Hall,

as the building was named, was designed to harmonize with the other

buildings in the group, the interior emphasized utility'and practicality

more than the others." Classrooms occupied the first two floors while

the third floor held the administrative offices, faculty offices, and a small

faculty library. The fourth floor provided additional office space where

the American Judicature Society was located between 1933 and 1954,

and where the Michigan Law Review was published from well-arranged

quarters.

Thus by 1933, Cook's initial plans for a four-building Law Quad-

rangle had been fulfilled. All the buildings were designed by one firm

of architects, York and Sawyer of New York, and this contributed to

43 A Book of the Law Quadrangle (1934), P. 40-41.

f4 See Part II, X:8.
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the resulting harmony of the Quadrangle as an architectural entity. Ac-

cording to The University of Michigan: An Encyclopedic Survey:

. . . The final value of the various buildings of the Law

Quadrangle, including equipment and books, is $8,643,370.

This is exclusive of the endowment and other gifts given by

Mr. Cook to the University.4"

The construction cost of each of the original four buildings was as

follows: Lawyers' Club, $1,444,086.73; John P. Cook Building, $550,-

769.oo; Legal Research Building, $1,600,830.59; and Hutchins Hall,

$r,191,074.29.4"

While within a single decade, Cook's building plans had been trans-

lated into the Law Quadrangle with conspicuous success, it required

more time to formulate a practical and productive research program

for the Law School. The development of the Law School's research ac-

tivities is discussed in Chapter XI, but there is no doubt that Cook's gifts

had a tremendous impact on that program.47

During the nineteen thirties, the facilities of the Legal Research

Building were adequate both for the library itself and for non-library

personnel engaged in research work in the several offices and carrels.

This was also true during the World War II period, for the sharp drop

in attendance provided a breathing space, but during the post-war years

the growth in the amount of printed materials and a consequent increase
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in the library staff, as well as in the number of those engaged in legal

research, made adequate space almost impossible to find. Provision for

an addition to the stack levels of the Legal Research Building had been

made in the original plans, and the Law Faculty attempted to finance

such an addition by putting aside for that purpose funds which were

not used for research during the war and immediate post-war periods.

The sky-rocketting costs of building, however, made these inadequate,

and the Legislature, impressed with the Law Faculty's attempt to help

themselves, made an additional special appropriation for this particular

purpose. York and Sawyer, the same firm of architects responsible for

the original four buildings, drafted plans for the stack addition which

was completed in 1955 at a cost of $687,283.72. The original stack sec-

tion of the Legal Research Building had been six levels in height, and

had contained some research office and carrel facilities as well as space

for the library's order and catalogue departments. The four levels which

45 The University of Michigan: An Encyclopedic Survey (1956), p. 1674.

46 Figures supplied from office of University Achitect, December 1957.

7 See Part II, XI: 5 for a list of faculty research projects from 1920 through 1959.
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were added not only increased the stack capacities but provided needed

space for research activities.

One particular feature of the new addition was peculiarly convenient

to members of the Law Faculty and others having offices in the Legal

Research Building. To facilitate movement between the two buildings,

a flying bridge connecting the third floor of Hutchins Hall with the

seventh level of the Legal Research Building was constructed.

The Law Quadrangle constituted a memorial to the generosity and

foresight of William Cook, but the part which Henry Bates played in

channelling Cook's initial impulses to benefit the Michigan Law School

into the final form of the four magnificent buildings and into the

William Cook Endowment Income, with its long-run benefits to the

legal profession and to the United States, should not be underestimated.

Nor should there be any minimization of the efforts of all those who

contributed to the Michigan Law School. Augustus Brevoort Wood-

ward had the first vision. Campbell and Cooley laid the foundations in

the formative years. Hutchins converted a part-time law faculty into a

group of men giving all their time to their instructional obligations.

Bates became dean of a middle-western law department housed in one

cramped building; he retired from a national Law School housed in

the Law Quadrangle. Stason, building on the work of his predecessors,

guided the faculty and School through the difficult years of World War
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II and the post-war adjustments, enlarged the concept of the function of

the School, broadened the scope of the curriculum, added to the buildings

of the Quadrangle, and strengthened the depth and perspective of legal

education at Michigan.

It is unfortunate that William Cook was unable to visit Ann Arbor

to see the buildings he had contributed. The reality might have shattered

his dream, but it is difficult to see how this could have been true. No

man, during the first century of legal education at Michigan, dreamed

so tremendously or contributed so much of material wealth to any

Michigan institution as did William Cook to the Law School of The

University of Michigan.

